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Abstract Summary: 
Poster Review: Online classroom tools allowed unit-based educators to develop content 
specific to unit initiatives and knowledge gaps. Through online technology using multiple 
modes of content delivery, nurses demonstrated knowledge transference based on 
case scenarios and practice change. 
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Abstract Text: 
 
Purpose: 
Effective unit-based education is multifaceted and impacts both the healthcare system 
as well as the needs of the professional nurse. Learner styles and preferences differ 
leaving unit-based educators challenged with providing meaningful education. The 
growing demands of the Healthcare System has translated into increased 
responsibilities for unit-based educators allowing less time for conventional teaching 
methods. Traditional self-directed learning methods though proven convenient have had 
little impact on clinical practice and patient outcomes. Face-to-face instructional 
methods are arduous yet effective in translating into nursing practice. Often enough 
hospital-based electronic education does not meet the timely needs or requirements of 
an individual unit. In using an alternative online option, unit-based educators can create 
well-timed E-learning modules that deliver the content in an effective and meaningful 
way for nurses. Innovative teaching strategies using online applications can appeal to 
all staff differing in learning styles and preferences. Using a online program with various 
interactive modalities allow for validation of knowledge, immediate feedback, and the 
ability to track and trend areas of widespread knowledge deficits. 
 
Methods: 
Retrospective review of educational programs comparing pre-online technology (2016-
2017) and post-implementation of online technology (2018-2019). A comparison review 
of completion percentage and validation of knowledge transference or practice change 
was utilized. The learning tool we selected has versatile functionality. Staff education 
included a simple handout explaining the two-step process on how to access and join 
the online lesson. The electronic self-learning modules were created using didactic 
information, clinical based scenarios, and questions to validate knowledge transference. 
Practice changes were measured using chart audits and observation of work. 
 
Results: 
Prior to online technology, traditional methods of self-learning with paper post-test 
validation had a high completion rate however the audits revealed little practice change. 
Manual trending of information was time consuming and faced inaccuracy. Face-to-face 
programs over 30-minutes had a much lower participation rate resulting in insignificant 
overall unit practice changes. E-Learning modules had a high rate of learner completion 
with a significant improvement in desired practice changes. Staff reported satisfaction 
with the online program as they liked having the ability to access the learning via their 
mobile phone and the instant feedback that the application provided. Digital natives 



within the staff exhibited minimal challenges in accessing the application but quickly 
resolved with a face-to-face demonstration. 
 
Conclusion: 
Online learning is an effective method to facilitate unit-based practice changes. 
Educators can easily develop content and relevant scenarios allowing lessons to be 
meaningful for staff and pertinent to a unit’s specialized needs. Applications with 
interactive multifunctional capability allow for a high level of learner engagement and 
motivation to learn. 
 


